A formula is proven which determines whether or not a symmetric function is decomposable. Some applications to topology are mentioned.
1. Statement of results. Let Z[tx, . . . , tn] be the polynomial ring in ai variables over the integers. Let u> = (/,,... , ik) be a partition of ai. Let su be the smallest symmetric function containing the term /{'... tjf. It is classical that sa is a polynomial in the elementary symmetric functions a,, . . . , a"; i.e. su = Su{ox, . . . , o"). Corresponding to co, we define a sequence R{u) = {rx, r2, . . . ), by Av = the number of/'s in w. Let r = 2«//. Note that ai = 2i/a> For various applications in topology, we wish to know whether or not Su is decomposable, i.e. whether or not the coefficient of o" in Su is zero (or = 0 mod p). Our first theorem solves this problem.
After we proved this result, it was pointed out to us that it is stated without proof by Atiyah and Todd [1] . Our proof is elementary and we believe that the method may be of interest in its own right.
Let A be the matrix whose entry 9a, _ v In §2 we prove Theorems 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 and then use these theorems in §3 to prove Theorem 1.1. In §4, we mention a few topological applications.
2. Determinants. The following lemma is an elementary fact about polynomials. Lemma 2.1. Let P E Z[tx, . . . , tn] be a homogeneous polynomial of degree (n -\)n/2. Assume P(tx, . . . , t¡, . . . , tj_x, t¡, tJ+x, ...,/") = 0 for all i, j. Then P is a scalar multiple of Wi<j(t¡ -t,). Proof. If í, = t¡, then two columns of A are the same and hence det ,4=0. The degree is correct and the product down the diagonal is the only one to contain t"~x . . . t"_x and it has coefficient +1. Proof. This polynomial has the correct degree and contains the term stated when t is the identity. Let t' G Sn be the permutation which interchanges i and /. sgn t' «■ -1; hence the terms for t and t't are the same but with opposite signs and thus they cancel. This proves the lemma. Theorem 1.3 is proved in an analogous way to Theorem 1.2 with modified forms of Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. We leave the details to the reader.
We with signs yet to be determined. The sign of t G S"_, corresponding to the shuffle is (-ly-'-fr-1).
There is also (-l)n+k = (-i)»+"-*+1 from the left-hand side of 1.4. Hence, the total sign is (-l)3""2i_,'+2 = (-l)""r. Thus, the total number of terms is 4. Some applications. Our original interest in this problem (before we were aware of the result in [1] ) came from the following immediate corollary of 1.1. We needed this result in our first proof of the main results of [3], and it will be used in [2] . This is useful in topology because H*(BO(n); Z2) is isomorphic to the symmetric functions in Z2[tx, . . . , ij. Similarly, H*(BU(n); Zp) is isomorphic to the symmetric functions in Zp[tx, . . . , tj. We also have the following corollary (see [4] ). 
